An overview of myopia genetics.
Myopia is one of the leading ocular disorders causing visual impairment worldwide, with the prevalence increasing rapidly. It's a significant global public health concern in 21st century. Myopia, particularly high myopia, often exhibits apparent familial aggregation, and multiple evidences have shown that genetic factors significantly contribute to its pathogenesis. Recent molecular technologies such as linkage analysis, candidate gene authentication, genome-wide association study (GWAS), and next-generation sequencing (NGS) have identified many myopia-associated loci and genetic mutations or variants. There exist ethnic variations in myopia occurrence as observed in populations of different genetic backgrounds, and different genetic components are found to be associated with the development of myopia-related phenotypes. A better understanding of the genetic basis triggering and controlling myopic changes may further help in myopia prevention. This review is to provide an updated overview of genetic findings in non-syndromic myopia.